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Teaching Philosophy and Interests 
 

Arber Tasimi 
 

Growing up, I spent a lot of time at my parents’ restaurant. At some point, I asked my parents for 
a chalkboard that could be used in the backroom where my sister and I would play as my dad 
cooked and my mom served tables. I ended up getting the chalkboard, and for a long time 
thereafter, I would give my sister lessons on topics like grammar and state capitals.  
 
One day, I happened to be wrapping up a lesson on fractions and gave my sister a pop quiz. 
From what I remember, she responded by tearing the handwritten quiz into pieces and 
screaming, “This game is boring! Plus none of this stuff will ever be useful!” And then she 
stormed off into what was, according to my mom, a packed dining room.  
 
I thought about this memory a lot when I first started to teach, and I still do.  
 
As a teacher, my mission is to make the course material challenging, relevant, and exciting to all 
of my students, from the budding psychologist wanting to learn more about rumination to the 
aspiring investment banker needing to fulfill one more general education requirement. Luckily, 
psychology embarks on one of the most challenging, relevant, and exciting projects of all of 
science––understanding who we are and how we work. But in an age where people are glued to 
Twitter and Instagram (I won’t lie, I checked my e-mail twice in the past five minutes), it is a 
challenge to keep students interested and engaged. 
 
One way that I try to actively engage students is by creating a dynamic environment. In smaller 
classes, I do this by asking students to submit weekly responses, which I take notes on and use to 
facilitate discussion. For example, if a point is raised that reminds me of a specific student’s 
response, I call on that student to share their ideas. As one student wrote when they nominated 
me for Yale’s highest teaching award for graduate students (the Prize Teaching Fellowship, 
which I was honored to receive in 2015): “At first, I was scared by the fact that Arber cold-called 
on students, but in the end, I think the method proved highly effective and Arber established a 
comfortable enough environment in which I wasn’t scared to take risks.”  
 
Establishing a comfortable environment is important to me because the classroom should not 
only be a dynamic place, but an encouraging one too. As another student wrote, “He works to 
make the dynamic and environment of the classroom enjoyable and amiable, something I have 
never come across a professor intentionally doing before. The classroom is fun, a place where we 
can ask each other how we are doing, if we want to study together, and know that we don’t have 
to be afraid to ask questions to Arber or each other.” To me, there is no better way to optimize 
the learning process than to build a community and to remind students that we are in it together.    
 
Even in larger classes, I try to establish a sense of community by involving students in my 
lectures. Consider, for example, a moment when I called on members of the audience to share 
their earliest memories. One student remembered singing Mariah Carey’s “All I Want For 
Christmas Is You” in the car with her mom around the age of four. Another student remembered 
frosting his fifth birthday cake, which his sister took a bite from before his birthday party started. 
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Drawing on these contributions, I was then able to highlight the intrigue of infantile amnesia, 
which then turned into a discussion of empirical findings on memory development.   
 
Looking ahead, I would like to teach classes in developmental, cognitive, and social psychology 
while expanding my repertoire with courses like Introduction to Psychology, Moral Psychology, 
Affective Science, and Research Methods. I am also committed to mentoring both undergraduate 
and graduate students and supporting their mental health.    

Finally, on a personal note, I should mention that my students have influenced and inspired my 
own research. My thinking is almost always embedded in a specific set of theoretical 
assumptions, and students’ fresh perspectives prompt me to consider possibilities that I probably 
would not have otherwise considered. In other words, students learn from me while I learn from 
them, which may explain why I have found teaching so exhilarating since I was a child.   
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Sample Teaching Evaluations 

Perspectives on Human Nature, Spring 2013  

“Arber was by far the best TA that I have had at Yale! Each week he made sure that the 
discussions were exciting and stimulating. On top of that, he always pushed us a step further, 
forcing us to think about the material in a new light. Also, he was extremely helpful with the 
papers, and always willing to go the extra mile for his students.”  

 “I love Arber!!! Arber really cared about his students and genuinely wanted us to succeed, 
which is somewhat rare to find in a teaching fellow. He made an effort to make himself available 
during both of the papers, and I felt that much of my improvement from Paper 1 to Paper 2 can 
be attributed to his engaged feedback from the first paper and our conversations regarding my 
second paper. Again, love Arber.”  

“The best teaching fellow I have had during my time at Yale. He is invested and really cares 
about his student. A great section facilitator, a speedy responder and helpful beyond belief. 
Cannot speak highly enough of this man.”  

Mental Lives of Infants and Animals, Fall 2013  

 “Arber is quite simply the best TA I've ever had in my 3.5 years at Yale. While it's true that he 
does create a ton of work for you by asking you to do 1+ reading responses per week and 
because he employs a very firm ‘call-out’ method in section, it was in my best interest in the end. 
Because I knew he was going to call me out in section, I actually did all the readings on time, 
which is definitely not something I can say about my other lecture courses at Yale. In the end, it 
helped me get a higher grade and feel a lot more comfortable with the subject matter. I can't 
believe how much Arber cared about our learning- this isn't a quality you often find in TFs, so 
it's very impressive, especially considering the amount of research he's doing on his own. Arber 
will make a great professor one day, not because everyone will like him, but because he knows 
his stuff and he will get you to learn it well, no matter how hard you try not to.”  

“Arber is an incredible wealth of knowledge. I often left section with new papers I wanted to 
look up or things I wanted to read more about. He is extremely speedy to answer emails, is very 
approachable/ open for in-person meetings, gives very helpful comments on papers, and is super 
humanly quick to grade papers. He cares that his students really learn and engage in the material. 
He creates a very welcoming environment and is skillful at stimulating section discussion. I 
actually looked forward to section because it was enjoyable simply to talk through and process 
the information in lecture and the readings. He did a wonderful job creating class unity, which is 
difficult to do when people are expecting a lecture-type class where they can hide. He was 
excited about the class and that made us all excited. Arber is the best TA I have had in 4 years 
here!”  

“Arber Tasimi is unlike any TA I have ever had, and I doubt that I will ever encounter one as 
brilliant as he is. Not only is his understanding of the material deft and insightful, but he 
genuinely cares about the understanding of his students. He was always free to meet and discuss 
questions of confusions throughout the entire semester. He is excited about the material and 
incredibly well read. Arber has pushed the boundaries of my understanding and I have improved 
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not only in the field, but in my general analytical and writing skills. Arber has actually inspired 
me to major in the field, and I am now doing animal studies next semester and this summer. 
Truly the greatest TA I have ever had -- a joy to learn from and brilliant man!!”  

Attraction and Relationships, Fall 2014 

“Arber was the best teaching fellow I’ve ever had. Never have I met someone who cares about 
his students as much as Arber. He was an email demon, always available to help out by 
answering questions, and did everything he could to make himself available to students and 
ensure their success. Honestly an incredible instructor.”  

“Arber was the man, I am not lying, he was the best TA I have had at Yale. He was engaged, 
smart, and willing to help at all times. Could not say more positive things about him”  

“Arber was one of the most down-to-earth and effective TA’s I have had at Yale. He pulled 
people out of their comfort zones by asking them to talk, but he did his best to create a warm, 
comfortable environment in section.” 

Perspectives on Human Nature, Spring 2015 

“ARBER IS THE BEST. As the young people say these days, Arber is ‘the homie.’ He was very 
understanding and definitely went extra out of his way to help us out which I appreciated very 
much. The sections with him were always fascinating, and always felt more like exploring the 
ideas rather than simply reviewing or discussing them. I always looked forward to them, and as a 
result always did the readings even when they were less fun than watching paint dry. I can say 
without a doubt in my mind that if I did not enjoy section as much as I did, I wouldn't have had 
nearly as much motivation for this class as I ended up having. If you get Arber as a TF you're 
super lucky!” 

 “Arber was an excellent TA! He did a great job of leading section, directed discussion in 
productive ways and encouraged the flow of ideas. He was available for his students and was 
genuinely happy to help us learn the course material. I hope he continues TAing in the future!” 

“Arber is without a doubt an excellent TA! He genuinely cared a lot about us, and he brought a 
lot of positive intellectual curiosity and passion to every section. He has a very good heart and is 
also incredibly sharp at knowing and explaining the subject matter of this course. I feel very 
fortunate that I had him as my TA!” 

 

 

 


